Launched at the beginning of July 2021, Collisioni.infn – Spazi culturali all’Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (Cultural Spaces at the Italian Institute for Nuclear Physics) is the new INFN web space dedicated to encounters with the public and to the dialogue between physics, other sciences, and all the other expressions of arts and culture. Organised in thematic sections aimed at the public, schools, cultural institutions and other research bodies, Collisioni.infn daily proposes new initiatives for public engagement created and organised by INFN: shows, events, and participation in festivals and exhibition spaces, exhibits and installations, projects dedicated to schools, interactive initiatives devised for social media. Full of links to video and multimedia resources developed for the public by INFN, Collisioni.infn is also a chance for individual learning and keeping up-to-date. Thus, it is particularly useful for students and teachers, as well as for the interested public of any age. An editorial section opens the site, a window that connects the different languages used for developing the projects: initiatives that INFN creates in collaboration with artists and in dialogue with the humanities disciplines and other scientific fields.

We propose here the interview that inaugurates the editorial section of Collisioni.infn, “Incontri” (meetings), dedicated to the dialogue with leaders in the cultural, scientific and intercultural landscape. In the interview, the INFN president Antonio Zoccoli outlines the objectives, values, and expectations connected to this new communication project.

**What are the goals of a basic physics research body when it promotes initiatives dedicated to interculturality?**

In the current historical moment, whose complexity is sharpened by the pandemic, it’s more important than ever to bring knowledge, not only science, to the centre of social life. It is essential that the

THE HOPE IS THAT THIS WEB SPACE CONTRIBUTES TO RAISING AWARENESS IN SOCIETY: AN OCCASION FOR ENTERING INTO CONTACT AND GETTING TO KNOW NOT ONLY SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND ITS METHODS, BUT ALSO ITS INTERCONNECTIONS WITH OTHER SPHERES OF KNOWLEDGE. IN GENERAL, I HOPE THAT IT CAN CONTRIBUTE TO FACILITATING THE ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE. PARTICULAR ATTENTION WILL BE DEDICATED TO COMMUNICATION WITH YOUNG PEOPLE. WE PURSUE THIS GOAL, FIRST, BECAUSE THE YOUNGER GENERATIONS WILL SHAPE THE FUTURE AND, SECONDLY, BECAUSE WE HOPE THAT OUR PASSION FOR RESEARCH MAY BREAKTHROUGH AND THAT SOME YOUNG PEOPLE MAY WANT TO UNDERTAKE THIS JOURNEY WITH US.

WHAT MEANING DO YOU GIVE TO THE WORD “KNOWLEDGE”? 

KNOWLEDGE IS THE RESULT OF OUR CURIOSITY IN WHAT SURROUNDS US AND IS, AT THE SAME TIME, THE TOOL FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATING THE IMPACTS OF REALITY AND ITS COMPLEXITY. IN THIS SENSE, KNOWLEDGE HAS A PROFOUNDLY UNITARY CHARACTER, ALTHOUGH IT IS DIVIDED ACCORDING TO DIFFERENT FACETS.

THE DIFFERENT FIELDS IN WHICH WE ARE USED TO CLASSIFY KNOWLEDGE ARE STRONGLY CONNECTED AND INTERDEPENDENT. BECAUSE OF THIS, OVER HISTORY, THE EVOLUTION OF PHILOSOPHICAL THOUGHT, OF ARTS, AND OF SCIENCE ALWAYS WENT HAND-IN-HAND. SEPARATING THEM IS, MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE, AN ARTIFICE DUE TO THE FACT THAT WE ALL STRUGGLE, SOME MORE AND SOME LESS, TO EMBRACE THE VASTNESS OF KNOWLEDGE IN ORDER TO FULLY GRASP ITS UNITY. IN ANY CASE, IT’S ALWAYS WORTH SEEING CONNECTIONS EMERGE BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT FORMS OF KNOWING, NOT ONLY FOR THE PLEASURE OF FULLER KNOWLEDGE, BUT ALSO BECAUSE WIDENING OUR PERSPECTIVE AND LEAVING OUR OWN CULTURAL SPHERE FACILITATES CREATIVITY AND INGENUITY, INCLUDING IN ONE’S OWN FIELD.

WHAT PREVENTS SHARING KNOWLEDGE WITH THE PUBLIC TODAY?

CONTEMPORARY WAYS OF LIVING HAVE THEIR ROOTS IN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE. THE WELLBEING THAT WE ENJOY IS OWE'D, ABOVE ALL, TO THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF SCIENCE IN ALL FIELDS AND TO DEVELOPMENTS IN TECHNOLOGIES THAT HAVE RADICALLY CHANGED OUR HABITS AND CONTINUE TO DO SO AT INCREASING SPEED. DESPITE THIS, MANY PEOPLE TEND TO DISTRUST SCIENCE, AND EVEN TECHNOLOGY, ALTHOUGH THEY DEPEND ON IT. IT IS A PARADOX. ONE WAY TO COUNTERACT THIS TENSION WITH REGARDS TO ANTISCIENTIFIC THOUGHT IS TO ENSURE THAT THE POSITIVE IMPACTS OF PURSUING SCIENCE RETURN TO THE FORE. THESE INCLUDE THE SOCIAL BENEFITS OF THE
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achievements of science, but also the efficacy of the scientific approach for interpreting the reality in which we live and the way in which we relate to it.

A good relationship with science, its method and its language is the first step towards the freedom that follows from knowing how to make informed choices.

**What is the role of scientists in public science communication?**

As an expert in the research profession and its topics, the scientist is the most suitable and most authoritative person for establishing a direct dialogue with the public on scientific issues. I don't want to dismiss the essential role of mediators, science communicators and those who popularise the subject, professionals in the planning of tools, in the innovation of language and dialogue with the media. However, scientists are always the most credible direct narrators: they have a profound knowledge of the content and can convey, as direct experience, the passion that they experience in doing the research in which they're a major players. This doesn't mean that every scientist is necessarily able to establish a communication channel with the public or that it doesn't require a certain amount of work. We must develop the right, simple, concise language, in compliance with the rigour that science requires, but we must also know how to convey emotions and passion for doing research.

The scientific community counts charismatic scientists among us, able to communicate by nature, and others who will probably have to make some extra effort. Some, unfortunately, erroneously believe that the task of the scientist is exclusively that of doing research and that communicating their work and its results is a waste of time. On the contrary, communicating is an indispensable mission, a duty in relation to society. Without considering the personal benefit. Finding the way to describe something complex, as many ideas in physics are, always enables you to see your own knowledge from a different perspective and to grasp aspects of it that you would have perhaps never seen.

**If you had to express a wish, even an ambitious one, to entrust to this online space and to other science communication initiatives what would it be?**

That, in the near future, children look at the scientist with the same admiration that they nurture for soccer players, singers, or actors. The scientific community, institutions and schools, as well as families, must reflect on the fact that most children’s ambitions in science aren’t comparable with their ambitions in soccer or the entertainment business.

The package of values that we adults transmit, in the different ways, is certainly responsible. We should stimulate scientific curiosity and the desire to learn through research. Although it’s difficult, scientific training almost always guarantees a long-lasting and dynamic career, and not just in research. If this idea isn’t shared
by young people, the responsibility probably resides in the way in which we talk about science to children, at school and in the family, and in the lack of a dedicated and effective TV offering, as well as on new media and online.

**From 1 June, you assumed the role of President of the Council of Presidents of Public Research Bodies. What role can the council have in the challenge for reviving the value of knowledge?**

The Council of Presidents of Public Research Bodies [CONPER – ed.] has a strategic role, at the national level. It has the task of supporting the government in promoting, supporting, and relaunching activities in the research sector and of formulating proposals for drafting, implementing, and updating the National Research Programme. The responsibility of this role is even more urgently felt now that we have a very significant challenge in front of us. At a strategic level, the National Recovery and Resilience Plan is a unique opportunity for the relaunch of our country and research, which must do its part, with commitment and seriousness, creating synergies for ensuring that the resources that will be invested produce the best results.

The Presidents of the public research bodies have, on the other hand, a very important responsibility, including at a cultural level. The chance to establish increasing public awareness with regards to science is in their hands and in that of the institutions that they represent, as well as in the hands of schools and universities. In general, the value collectively attributed to culture and to scientific thought is the responsibility of those who design and implement the strategies for scientific research, in all fields of science. ■